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Quark Model
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(uudds):   4 * 310 + 550 ~ 1790 MeV

pentaquark: strangeness +1 G ~ 200 - 400 MeV

X(2s) - Q(s) = 150 MeV

spin 1/2

parity -

Q+

X

qq creation

Fall 
apart



Chiral Models

Masses are naturally smaller than in the Quark Model:
rather than adding a constituent starange quark we
add a Goldstone boson:

No 310 + 550 = 860 MeV but  MK = 490 MeV

To understand small width requires some more information.

Parity is positive!



Skyrme Model

Take Goldstone boson Lagrangian (very specific!):

where the unitary matrix U is given in terms of pions, kaons and eta (denoted as       ) :

Expanding exponent gives the GBs interaction Lagrangian (predecessor of chiral perturbation
theory) organized as a power series in the number of fields and their momenta. This works
for low energy GB scattering. 
This lagrangian adimts classical solution in a form of the hedgehog Ansatz



Collective quantization

However:

As a conseqence there is an equivalence:

and the right index of matrix          lives in the SU(2) subgroup of SU(3) that correspopnds
to spin. On the contrary the left index goes over the entire SU(3), and corresponds 
to flavor. 8-th velocity is not dynamical!



Collective Hamiltonian
Rotational nergy (mass) of a rotating baryon in SU(3) representation 
is analgous  to the quantum mechanical  symmetric top:

Soliton mass           and moments of ineria            are calculable functions 
of the profile function 

       - soliton angular momentum = baryon spin

                - SU(3) Casimir operator

                          - constraint selecting allowed SU(3) representations

Isospin of states on          line is equal to  
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Allowed SU(3) multiplets and w.f’s



Pheomenology



What is Theta+ mass?
What is the value of I2 ? Model calculation from 1984:
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Mtheta = 1535 MeV

1987



Chiral quark soliton model χQSM

1997
M = 1530

986 citations



Decay width



Mitya Diakonov +2012      Vitya Petrov +2021         Maxim Polyakov +2021 

                                        Zeischrift für Physik +1997



Quark-soliton model

Minimize energy with respect to P(r). 

Vacuum.



Spectrum of the Dirac operator

Baryon:



Spectrum of the Dirac operator

Baryon:



Spectrum of the Dirac operator

Baryon:

sea
levels:

energy
increases

valence
level:

energy
decreases

system stabilzes



from: D.I. Diakonov, 
hep-ph/0009006

Skyrme limitQM limit true minimum

valence level

sea levels

variational approach:  P(r)=P(r/r0) 
r0 - soliton size
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NRQM Limit

energy is calculated 
with respect to the vacuum:

in the NRQM limit only valence level contributes

Diakonov, Petrov, Polyakov,  Z.Phys A359 (97) 305

MP, A.Blotz K.Goeke, Phys.Lett.B354:415-422,1995
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Decay of Theta+
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Antidecuplet:   small       small      large negative!

K. Goeke, M.V. Polyakov
M.Praszalowicz
Acta Phys.Polon.B 42 (2011) 61



Is small width “unnatural”?



Is small width “unnatural”?

In 2017 LHCb discovers 
five excited         states





Experimental evidence: DIANA
Ideal formation experiment: K+n (in practice K+ beam on nuclear target)

K+

n



Experimental evidence: DIANA
DIANA@ITEP Xe bubble chamber K+ 850 MeV beam

• Phys.Rev. C89 (2014) 4, 045204:   M= 1538 ± 2 MeV, Γ = 0.34 ± 01 MeV
• 2003  Yad. Phys. 66 (2003) 1763
• 2007  Yad. Phys. 70
• 2010  Yad. Phys. 73

not seen with the secondary
K+ beam at BELLE experiment
Γ < 0.6 MeV



Detector was constructed for another experiment:     φ K- K+

Liquid Hydrogen 

5 cm thick

Start Counter
plastic scintilator
0.5 cm thick 9.5 cm from LH2
contains carbon

Charge veto

Silicon strip
vertex detector

magnetic
field 
0.7 T

LEPS @ Spring-8: gn   Q+K-

T. Nakano et al., [hep-ex/0301020] Phys.Rev.Lett. 91 (2003) 012002 





photon

K-

K+

neutron

neutron’

Q+

mass distribution,
but neutron'
escapes detection

MM     = γ+n-K- = n’+ K+
γK-

we do not know momentum
of neutron because it
is inside Carbon,
correction for Fermi
motion is needed

LEPS @ Spring-8: gn   Q+K-



Experimental evidence: LEPS

• Photoproduction on C target (neutron): PANIC Oct. 2002
• CLAS: gamma-d similar peak intepreted as fluctuation (unpubl.)
• 2009 LEPS confirms earlier result on C in gamma-d (5 sigma)

PRC 79 (2009) 025210    M = 1524
• 2013 LEPS2 gamma-d

no firm statement, analysis
in progress

main problems:
- neutron not seen
- Fermi motion 
- background estimation



T. Nakano (Osaka)

Evidence of the Theta+ in the gamma d ---> K+ K- pn reaction.
By LEPS Collaboration (T. Nakano et al.). 
Published in Phys.Rev.C79:025210,2009. 
e-Print: arXiv:0812.1035



LEPS2 taking data 2022/23 !!!!



Gamma deuteron at CLAS



Gamma deuteron at CLAS



CLAS@JLab interference experiment
Photoproduction cross-section for Theta+ production is small due to the smnallnes
of               coupling and unknown (small) coupling of gamma to K*K. 
Negative result from CLAS. However, Phi meson is copiously produced.



CLAS@JLab interference experiment

M = 1543 MeV
Gaussian width = 6 MeV
significance = 5.3 σ



CLAS@JLab interference experiment



CLAS@JLab interference experiment
5 years!



Happy ending?

Very likely  the reports of Theta+ death are greatly exaggerated. 
We still need to wait for a conclusive formation experiment. 
In the meantime new LEPS2 results may shed some light 
on a missing victim.
K0 program at CLAS may also shed light on Theta+

Thank you


